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Montevideo July 23, 2013

I write as General Secretary of the FKTU, to request information because we want to
better understand the situation today ITKF crosses.
In several emails that are circulating from time to time, there are allegations of ITKF
President Mr. Jorgensen to the ITKF Vice-President Mr. Kwiecinski, as well as a
reciprocal.
Our organization was a founding member of the ITKF, internal situations today because
we had to create a new organization. Requested admission to the ITKF in May 2012 and
were confirmed as members representing our country in the last World Cup held in
Poland.
As a federation we have met each and every one of the requirements for our income
ITKF, timely now want to know:
a) What is the real situation today ITKF how organization?
Because according to documents that arrived in our mail from a law firm, the
federation is suspended. Dated 16.07.2013 attached mail Nº1 (a and b).
I hope your answer, it is important for us to listen to two bells;
b) If the organization is suspended, how can Mr. Jorgensen discuss the board
meeting in which the decision is taken to punish an organization?, Which
rightfully attends the board to sanction a federation, if the organization itself
does not exist;
c) If in its founding charter, the ITKF was created as corporation (according to
attachment Nº 1) how it is that we speak of a worldwide organization that
associates federations?;
d) If a corporation like ITKF is suspended, its statutes are valid?;
e) What powers have the board of directors?, who are the members of the board?,
all these members met in "Special meeting" on June 6?, we want to see a copy of
the minutes of that meeting with the signing of members of the board of
directors;
f) According to the letter dated July 18, which refers to the meeting of the board
held in Greece on July 17, who were the members who participated in that
meeting?, of agreements ITKF statutes, the president has voice and vote?, many
members of the board will need to make decisions and that they remain
effective?;
g) If the Vice-President Mr. Kwiecinski requests information concerning the
financial statements of the ITKF, why the President Mr. Jorgensen presents not?,
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the money that we charged, what destination had?, If the organization is
suspended how can we have issued pay stubs the ITKF?, the administrative
council was aware of the situation ITKF?, by what right we charge a
membership of an organization that does not exist?;
h) Who is responsible for providing such information?, why we were not informed
of the status of ITKF?, who is responsible for sending the information to the
member federations: the president, to the board, to the secretary?

We want answers to these questions as soon as possible, because as federation must
inform our partners consensus then make a decision.

Daniel Tobías
Secretary General
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